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ABSTRACT
E-business development is today driven by mature and established companies and is becoming an important tool to increase competitive advantage and to sustain profitability. This paper investigates how world-leading manufacturers can achieve differentiation through the use of e-business. Many companies use e-business as vehicles to launch new information-based service, as an important enabler to enhance and deepen customer relationships, and to reduce costs associated with customer management. Using e-business in this way will increase the opportunities for differentiation and create sustainable competitive advantage. Successful employment of e-business creates services that retain current customers and attract new ones as well as justifies premium prices and keeps low-cost competitors in check.
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INTRODUCTION
Today mature and established companies, as opposed to start-ups, are driving e-business development and are using these technologies, now often incorporated in the concept of Information and Communications Technologies (ICT), to increase competitiveness by the integration of e-business into their business. Evidence shows that e-business is making big strides into most aspects of companies’ businesses and is enabling new avenues in business development (Kindström, 2005; Earl, 2000; Hackbarth and Kettinger, 2000). Using e-business to create new information-based services and offerings to increase possibilities for differentiation and profitability is one of the major areas of interests in industry.

One aspect of particular interest is to study how e-business can increase competitive advantage by the expansion of industrial offering through services. E-business can be used to improve the companies’ existing service processes and develop new, more advanced services and solutions (Normann, 2000), thereby increasing customer value and keeping competitors in check. As it is becoming increasingly difficult to maintain market leadership based on product sales, due to the trend toward product commoditization in many business markets (Ulaga and Eggert, 2006) and competition from low-cost competitors (LoveLock, 1995) many companies turn to the provision of services in order to increase profits and customer value. On many industrial markets, services are likely to give higher margins than manufacturing activities do and services are becoming a critical factor of competitiveness for targeting new customer segments as well as to retain existing customers (Henkel et al., 2004; Olive and Kallenborn, 2003). When conducting a quantitative study among purchasing managers in US manufacturing firms, Ulaga and Eggert (2006) found that the core product and its price become less important differentiators for product suppliers and they identified service support, the customer-supplier relationship, and suppliers’ know-how as core differentiators. In the context of this study, market leading manufacturing companies pursuing a premium price strategy, this is particularly interesting.

The objective of this paper is to address how market leading industry incumbents can use e-business services to create value through differentiation and thereby increase their competitive advantage. Four world-leading manufacturers are analyzed using a qualitative case study approach.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Early on, e-business initiatives focused on transactions, reducing costs and the relatively low-risk and comparable, easily appropriable benefits that were possible from that perspective (see eg Kindström, 2005). This is to certain extent supported by Dilworth and Kochhar (2004) that found that companies in the UK (in particular large ones) seem to have emphasized a simpler, transaction-focused, use of e-business (such as e-mails and web-site access). Transactional efficiencies and inherent cost reductions are often tangible aspects of introducing e-business into companies (Kaefler and Bendoly, 2004). However, e-business can also provide the platform for many organizations to engage in new marketplace strategies and to generate and deliver additional value (Amit and Zott, 2001; Zwass, 2003), and increase competitive advantage in novel ways (Fahey et al., 2001; Porter, 2001). Thus, e-business should make it possible for companies to both reduce the costs for providing services (internal efficiency) and increase service revenues by injecting higher value into the customers’ value-creating processes (external effectiveness) (Anderson et al., 1997; Kowalkowski, 2007). When discussing value creation, Wikström and Normann (1994) refer to these two dimensions as cost efficiency and market efficiency. Market efficiency can be achieved by either relieving the customer (i.e. reducing customer costs) or enabling the customer (i.e. increasing customer business performance) (Raval and Grönroos, 1996). Thus, a premium price can be justified through the use of either of the two mechanisms (Porter, 1985).

Because e-business has become commoditized and is not a differentiator by itself (Carr, 2003), differentiation lies in the new practices it enables (Brown and Hagel, 2003). Many processes can be dematerialized and services can be unbundled in terms of where and when they take place and who performs them, and thereafter be re-bundled into new offerings (Normann, 2001).

Hence, e-business, as a resource, may initiate a radical transformation of traditional customer-provider relationships (Nambisan, 2002) and the company’s internal service processes through standardizing (and possibly automating or eliminating) processes (Koskela, 2002). Close proximity to the customer enable bonding and thus customer lock-in possibilities (Hax and Wilde, 1999), and customer relationship longevity improve the efficiency and effectiveness of service provision (Grönroos and Ojasalo, 2004). A perennial problem with differentiation is to make it sustainable. By using e-business technologies as vehicles for new services (based on knowledge residing within the company) and differentiation purposes (Kim et al., 2004), companies are also effectively raising the barriers for imitators as well as locking out competitors.
In the framework proposed by Porter (1985), differentiaion is one of three distinct, generic strategies, the other two being cost leadership and focus. Treacy and Wiersema (1993) argue, close to Porter’s discussion, that there are three competitive advantages that companies can pursue: operational excellence, product leadership, and customer intimacy. Both product leadership and customer intimacy holds great potential for e-business through new information-based services.

Hax and Wilde (1999) argue that Porter’s strategic framework is insufficient to describe all the ways companies compete and instead they suggest three strategic options: best product (representing a continuum from low cost to differentiation), customer solutions, and system lock-in (by e.g. proprietary standards). Hence, the best product option includes Treacy and Wiersema’s operational excellence and product leadership whereas customer solutions bear a close resemblance to customer intimacy, with focus on customer economics and lifetime value. Consequently, differentiation possibilities consist not only in enhanced product attributes.

To sum up, four main competitive advantages can be derived. The system lock-in dimension has little bearing on mature, established manufacturing companies’ offerings (the context of this study) if related to e-business, as e.g. few dominant design proprietary standards for offerings exist. The remaining three dimensions are presented in Table 1. Offering leadership is not only goods-oriented, but refers to parts of or the total offering. For market-leading industry incumbents, low cost differentiation is not a strategic option (although cost efficient operations are critical) and the main potential for differentiation lays thus in offering leadership and customer intimacy.

It is especially worth noting the fact that customization is now possible without the often associated cost increase (Hitt et al., 2001). When focusing on customer intimacy and relationship longevity (in opposite to arm’s-length relationships), emphasis lies on retaining customers (Grönroos, 2000). Accordingly, attracting new customers is achieved mainly through offering leadership.

According to Huizingh (2002) there are four strategic choices a company has when using e-business for value creation and thus differentiation purposes; customize products, attract new customers, retain current customers by providing added value, or to reposition the company in its business network. These choices primarily aim at increasing profitability through increasing revenue streams and adding value as opposed to decreasing costs. Amit and Zott (2001), in their useful framework, come close to the same notions when forwarding their four dimensions novelty, efficiency, complementarities, and lock-in.

**Table 1. Strategic options for industry incumbents**
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profit from, this group of customers. Because of this added information, a better segmentation of the customers also becomes possible. For the larger companies Sandvik is able to provide customized catalogues with a richness of details and information not possible without a sophisticated e-business solution.

By developing new e-enabled tools for the sales force that provide direct links to the company’s legacy system as well as business intelligence applications Sandvik are able to increase productivity of the sales force and thus become more profitable.

**BT INDUSTRIES**

BT Industries Group is a global manufacturer and supplier of warehouse trucks and services, and part of the Toyota Group. Often, contracts with customers are gradually becoming increasingly advanced as the relationships develop and mutual knowledge improves, and customers are used in the service development process.

Since 2002, BT’s service organization is using EASY, a mobile business system. Service technicians each have a PDA linked to the ERP system through GPRS where they receive and report work orders and have access to customer fleet data and spare parts information. While BT benefits from reduced administration cost and increased cash flow, customers have benefited from faster response to service calls. Administration is also reduced for the customer, who signs the completed work order digitally directly on the PDAs display. Several synergies have derived from the EASY implementation and one of the most appreciated things was the possibility for customers to receive work reports electronically.

Furthermore, value can be created by offering report packages and consultative services that enable customers to view the real-time utilization of the fleet, to view how trucks are driven, and how different customer sites perform.

**ELECTROLUX LAUNDRY SYSTEMS**

Electrolux Laundry Systems (ELS) is a worldwide supplier of professional laundry products and services. Managers have pointed at opportunities to increase the knowledge component in the service offerings through e-business. ELS has also recognized a need of knowing the knowledge profile of each individual, authorized service technician. Therefore, an online certification program has been launched to assure a homogeneous service quality worldwide.

ELS’ management information system for laundries, CMIS, substitutes personnel for dematerialized information. With a CMIS port on the machine, it is possible to make changes to the laundry processes and still obtain more laundry per day, thereby obtaining better process optimization. Either CMIS can be run as a local network only or there can be a gateway to ELS so the company can monitor the processes. By governing the customer’s process through CMIS, ELS can help to improve the laundry programs and maximize equipment uptime.

The creation of an installed base database, which provides the company with information about machinery type, actions taken, etc., has given ELS better knowledge about the customers and the database can thereby be used to support the provision of customized services.

**DISCUSSION**

E-business has a substantial effect on the Offering leadership dimension in establishing a differentiated offering to, especially new, customers (see Figure 1 below). This can probably be attributed to a traditional focus in most companies of emphasizing tangible offering features based e.g. on what technology allows. Furthermore, this has a primarily inside-out focus with companies creating services in a rather traditional fashion resembling product development. That is e-business is used to create new services from a perspective of what is possible and not necessarily what is needed and value creating. These new services can also either be bundled with existing offerings or provided as stand-alone unbundled services to both the installed-base and previously unrelated customers.

In the Customer intimacy dimension we see many activities regarding the enhancing, and deepening, of the relationship with the customer. This implies that companies are not just creating new services and offerings (as hinted above) but also addressing specific customer needs and processes, customization, with new services and offerings and are thus unlocking the true potential of e-business as a vehicle for value creation by both relieving customers (ie reducing cost and enabling customers’ business (ie increasing productivity) (cf Ralav and Grönroos, 1996).

Finally we can see that e-business refines and extends the companies’ core business (cf Kraemer et al., 2000) and is used to create new customized offerings and create new value not only for external customers (cf. Huizingh, 2002), but also internally (e.g. mobile business systems) through process automation and elimination, i.e. cost reductions. The cost reduction aspect also means that a company can profitably approach previously unprofitable customer segments such as small customers with low transaction value versus cost ratio.

By adding new value-creating services to the company’s core products and enhancing the relationship with the customer, it seems possible to reduce the changeability of the offerings by e.g. increasing switching costs. This is possible due to e.g. increased lock-in effects as well as an enabling of deeper relationships between buyer and supplier, thus increasing customer retention. We can also see that this enables the companies to escape the product commoditization trap by establishing themselves as solution suppliers and thus creating new differentiation opportunities. Many companies do indeed try to differentiate themselves through improved customer interactions instead of through product features (Vanderbosch and Dawar, 2002).

E-business can improve relationships in two distinct ways touched upon above. First, it decreases the cost of upholding an existing relationship and secondly, it

Figure 1. The effects of e-business on differentiation within the studied companies. The upper part of the figure shows the general aspects and the lower part some specific examples. 1) – 3) are the synthesized mechanisms.
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**Table 1.** The effects of e-business on differentiation within the studied companies. The upper part of the figure shows the general aspects and the lower part some specific examples. 1) – 3) are the synthesized mechanisms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Internal</th>
<th>External</th>
<th>Customer intimacy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volvo</td>
<td>Process automation and elimination</td>
<td>New services (bundled), Better quality and availability, Lower customer costs</td>
<td>Customization of offerings, Personalization of information, Information gathering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandvik</td>
<td>Process automation and elimination</td>
<td>New services (bundled and unbundled), Better quality and availability, Lower customer costs</td>
<td>Customization of offerings, Personalization of information, Information gathering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT</td>
<td>Process automation and elimination</td>
<td>Customer service, Better quality and availability, Lower customer costs</td>
<td>Information gathering, Creation of new offerings (indirect)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELS</td>
<td>Process automation and elimination</td>
<td>New services (bundled), Better quality and availability, Lower customer costs</td>
<td>Customization of offerings, Personalization of information, Information gathering</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1) Reduced costs
2) New services
3) Enhanced relationships

| Volvo    | Direct billing, Information management efficiencies, Matching buyers and sellers of used vehicles, Fleet management systems, Online ordering of parts. | Online access to specific vehicle specifications, integration with customer systems. | Customized catalogues for customer needs, Online personalization (e.g. selecting make and model, according to customer users (individuals)) |
| Sandvik  | Transaction efficient handling of email transactions, Inventory control of customer site, Basic management tools. | Inventory control of customer site, Basic management tools. | Customized fleet management solutions, Information extraction from trucks, CRM tools. |
| BT       | Uniform mobile business systems, Transactions, Efficient service ordering. | Database management tools, Report packages, More accurate information through wireless communication services. | Customized fleet management solutions, Information extraction from trucks, CRM tools. |
| ELS      | Transaction efficient order handling | Laundry management information system, Remote monitoring services, Classification program for improved service quality. | Integration with customer systems, Personalization, Online personalization, internet data base.
expands the width of the relationships by increasing contact points and integration by e.g. the inclusion of value-adding services in the offerings (based primarily on information gathering, analysis and distribution).

Through e-business, the case organizations have been able to cut administrative costs by re-engineering and even eliminating some administrative processes, typically the order process. This last point also has effects on the customer since an automated order process often can reduce costs for the customer as well. Furthermore it also increases the availability and simplicity of the interaction with the supplier thus creating value.

The three mechanisms discussed are not unrelated and can provide positive feedback loops to each other. For example, a customized solution provided to one customer can be generalized, and to a certain extent standardized, and rolled out as a new service in the company’s total offering thus having a positive effect on offering leadership.

NEW COMPETITIVE SPACE

By using e-business and services, the studied companies stay ahead of competitors by effectively moving the competitive frontier further out into areas not covered by product features (these features are increasingly seen as qualifiers) but by “softer” issues (cf. Ulaga and Eggert, 2006). This new frontier is out of reach by low-cost competitors since they lack the necessary resources, such as well-functioning distribution and service networks, and can thus constitute a sustainable competitive advantage. If staying in the traditional competitive space, competitors will move closer and closer to the product frontier and thus erode any competitive advantage, whereas focus on service flows and customer processes (cf.e.g. Day, 1994) enables companies to cross the traditional, technology-oriented chasm and increase both internal and external efficiency (see Figure 2) (cf also Normann, 2000).

In the traditional competitive space, value is largely created by technological advances regarding the products, and thus rather easily imitated, whereas in the new competitive space new services, information, and relationships (e.g. knowledge of customers and their processes) become of essence (Vargo and Lusch, 2004). Naturally, the company must have a reasonable cost level as well, thus not neglecting the cost-reduction aspect. This however is not a differentiator for the premium price strategy that the companies in this study have.

CONCLUSIONS

E-business can be used as a driver for new value in order to support differentiation strategies towards new customers as well as to retain current customers. Furthermore, e-business strengthens and adds value to the business model and enables its expansion and extension. An increasing part of all business development within companies today can be attributed to the development and inclusion of e-business and associated services into any companies (cf. Kindsström, 2005).

One of the main purposes of e-business in this study is to create new services, for differentiation purposes, based on information gathering, analysis, and distribution. E-business supports and furthers the competitive position because it makes it possible to strengthen differentiation strategies (cf. Hackbart and Kettinger, 2000). By using e-business to create new, often information-based, services and by tying customers closer, the companies establish and position themselves better on the marketplace by focusing on the customer relationship. This in turn enables the companies to understand their customers and the processes better and thus construct more attractive offerings tailored to the specific needs.

E-business can also enable the creating of more business and expand sales, i.e. increasing revenue, by e.g. being able to address previously unprofitable smaller customers with low transaction cost solutions and also to sustain new revenue streams based on services and complete offerings.
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